1...FIELD CHECKOUT  PACIFIC HOUSE  120510
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject warned for Stockton municipal code and revoked from campus.

2...UNIVERSITY REG  LOT 1  120510
Officers assisted SUSD on a vehicle stop in lot 1. Officer referred information for judicial review.

3...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  MORRIS CHAPEL  120610
Officer conducted a checkout on two juveniles. SUSD Pd requested and juveniles turned over for truancy.

4...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  PACIFIC HOUSE  120610
Officer responded to a report of a suspicious subject going through the dumpster. Subject was contacted, interviewed and warned.

5...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  WOODBRIDGE  120610
Officer responded to a report of approximately ten subjects on bicycles. Officer reported subjects fled the area upon arrival.

6...VEHICLE ACCIDENT  PACIFIC CIR  120610
Officer reported a vehicle accident with no injuries. Officer reported no damage to either vehicle.

7...UNIVERSITY REG  SOUTHWEST HALL  120610
Officer and medic responded to a report of a male subject having chest pain. Officer reported subject refused medical.

8...TRESPASSING ARREST  LOT 9  120610
Officers conducted a checkout on a male subject going through the dumpster. Subject gave a false name. Subject was arrested for trespassing, cited and released.

9...FIELD CHECKOUT  FAYE SPANOS  120610
Officer conducted a checkout on two male subjects. Both subjects were interviewed and released.
10...FIELD CHECKOUT  LARRY HELLER DR  120710
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and released.

11...CASUALTY  LOT 12  120710
Officer responded to a report of a male subject possibly having chest pains. Subject declined medical.

12...CASUALTY  TOWNHouses C SECTION  120710
Officer and medics responded to a report of a subject having difficulty breathing. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

13...WARRANT ARREST  OFF CAMPUS  120710
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and arrested the driver for an outstanding warrant. Driver was arrested and transported to the county jail.

14...AUTO BURGLARY  CCI  120710
Victim reported her vehicle burglarized. Officer initiated a report.

15...BURGLARY  DRAMa & THEATRE ARTS  120810
Victim reported her laptop stolen. Officer responded and initiated a report.

16...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  LOT 1  120810
Officer conducted a checkout on a vehicle with two occupants. Subjects were contacted and warned for Stockton municipal section.

17...VEHICLE ACCIDENT  MC CAFFREY CENTER  120910
Staff reported involvement in an accident involving a golf cart and Pacific property. Officer initiated a report.

18...VEHICLE ACCIDENT  ALPINE AVE  120910
Officer responded to a report of a vehicle accident. Officer reported injuries. SPD also aired call and responded. Officer assisted with traffic control.

19...VANDALISM  LOT 14  120910
Victim reported the rear window on her vehicle smashed. Officer responded and initiated report.

20...THEFT  SOUTHWEST HALL  120910
Victim reported he left his window down and parking permit was stolen. Officer initiated a report.
21...FIELD CHECKOUT LOT 10 121010
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and released.

22...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT LOT 10 121010
Officer attempted to checkout a male subject on a bicycle. Subject fled from officer and officer was unable to locate.

23...THEFT LOT 20 121010
Victim reported her window on her vehicle was smashed and her laptop and books were stolen. Victim also reported a second vehicle was broken into. Officer responded and reported a third vehicle victimized.

24...FIELD CHECKOUT SIMONI SOFTBALL FIELD 121110
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject going through the dumpster. Subject was interviewed and revoked from campus.

25...SUSPICIOUS PERSON RAYMOND GREAT HALL 121110
Officer responded to a report of subject going through the dumpster. Officer contacted the subject who was interviewed and revoked from campus.

26...BURGLARY DAVE BRUBECK 121110
Officer responded to a report of a broken window of a vehicle. Officer met the owner and initiated a report.

27...FIELD CHECKOUT MORRIS CHAPEL 121110
Officer conducted a checkout on four subjects. Subjects were asked to leave.